Tabletop and Poster Presentations
Thursday, 26 August 2010: 18:30–20:00

Perhaps the most popular feature of our World Congress is the Tabletop and Poster Presentation competition that occurs during the Welcome Reception in the Exhibit Hall on Thursday, from 18:00–19:30. This competition provides the perfect forum for delegates to interact with colleagues in a social, yet instructive manner. Tabletop presentations should be kept to 5–7 minutes so that the presentation can be repeated as new observers gather to review the case studies, etc. Poster presentations will be placed on bulletin boards at the start of the Congress and will remain on display throughout the Congress. Poster presentations should be at their posters to address questions during the Welcome Reception. All presentations will be judged, with the winners receiving awards and main podium consideration for future ICOI and DGOI meetings.

General Information
Hotel information
The site for this World Congress is the Hamburg Convention Center. The Congress is held in room blocks in the Radisson Hotel, adjacent to the Convention Center and at the Grand Elysée Hotel a five minute walk from the Convention Center. Special Congress rates at the Radission are 165 Euros (about US$225) or at the Grand Elysée Hotel for 120 Euros (about US$165).

The full list of hotels, their rates and contact information, visit the Congress web-site, www.cuw.org/congress.0810.com click on the hotel tab and download the list of hotels.

Congress news/Online registration
www.icw.org/congress.0810.com

DGOI
Buchholzer Str. 8
76703 Kranstadt
Tel: +49 7251 618996-12
Fax: +49 7251 618996-26
salesDGOI@bellacenter.dk
www.danishdental.org

Accreditation
ICOI is an ADA CERP Recognized Provider. ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental education. ADA CERP does not approve or endorse individual courses or instructors, nor does it imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry. ICOI designs this activity for 20 continuing education credits.

ICOI is designated as an Approved PACE Program Provider by the Academy of General Dentistry. The formal continuing education programs of this program provider are accepted by AGD for Fellowship, Mastership and membership maintenance credit.

Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or provincial board of dentistry or AGD endorsement. The current term of approval extends from April 1, 2010 to March 31, 2014. Provider IDW 217378.

Accompanying persons
Persons accompanying the delegates to the World Congress can enjoy spending time at the Congress and enjoy some of the benefits. For a fee of US$125 or 75 Euros, accompanying persons will receive the following:
- Continental Breakfast, Lunch and Coffee
- Special Congress rates at the Radisson and Grand Elysée.
- Discounts for hotel rates.
- Breaks with the delegates
- Admission to the Welcome Reception on Thursday evening
- Admission to the Exhibition Hall

Social Program
Welcome Reception
Thursday, 26 August 2010, 18:30–20:00
Plan to attend the Welcome Reception in the Exhibit Hall which follows the afternoon session on Thursday.

This party allows for the delegates and spouses to relax with drinks and hors d’oeuvres and visit with colleagues, take advantage of discounts offered by our exhibitors at their booths and to view and judge part of the tabletop/poster presentation competition.

Awards Ceremony
Friday, 27 August 2010, 18:00–19:00
The awarding of advanced credentials to ICOI and DGOI members will take place following the final speaker on Friday afternoon.
From 18:30 to 19:30 on Friday evening, the newest ICOI Fellows, Masters and Diplomates and DGOI Masters will be recognized in the Convention Center.

Harbor Party
Friday, 27 August 2010, 20:00 to midnight
There will be a fantastic on the River cruise.

Scandefa 2011
The 44th SCANDEFA invites you to exquisitly meet the Scandinavian dental market and sales partners from all over the world in springtime in wonderful Copenhagen

The leading annual dental fair in Scandinavia

www.scandefa.dk

The leading annual dental fair in Scandinavia

The leading annual dental fair in Scandinavia
Biomet, Inc. announces the today
industry report and bridges up to 6 units in Telio®
ally manufactured single crowns
of its Preferred Partner Program,
a solid bloc of Telio CAD acrylate
and implant abutments. Milled from
temporary restorations on natural teeth
ning esthetics.

With Telio CAD, NobelProcera will create a new standard for temporary restorations on natural teeth and implant abutments. Milled from a solid bloc of Telio CAD acrylic polymer crowns and bridges up to six units are designed individually using the intuitive NobelProcera software, industrially produced at Nobel Biocare’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities, and delivered to the dental laboratory.

This process creates an indi-
vidualized precision milled full con-
tour temporary solution with a high-end surface finish with exceptional strength.

The restorations are subsequent-
ly polished or characterized with
stains and layering materials. Telio CAD is part of Ivoclar Vivadent’s temporary solution system which in-
cludes next to the veneering materi-
als a composite for provisional co-
struction and a chair-side material for underlining.

** Biocare only available in Europe.

* 510(k) pending for precision copy milled bars

** Renishaw is thrilled to be combining its innovative engineering and CAD/CAM capabilities with Biomet 3i’s renowned clinical excellence.

Biomet 3i incise
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